
Instructions

Read the essay generated by Chat GPT.

Write an essay that includes the following parts

1. Identify three points you agree with and explain why they are valid 
(correct) arguments (specific to Te Tiriti, the Treaty, and / or colonisation). 
Support your points with references (33 points)

2. Identify three points you disagree with and explain why they are flawed 
(incorrect) arguments (specific to Te Tiriti, the Treaty, and / or colonisation). 
Support your points with references (33 points)

3. Reflect on your learnings of Te Tiriti o Waitangi in MAORIHTH 201 and 
explain what you will apply as a Health Sciences graduate in your future 
practice (24 points)

Grammar and references (10 points)

Aims of this assessment

• Authentic assessment
• Develop critical thinking skills: critique an AI-generated essay based 

on learnings from this course
• Develop meta-cognitive skills: reflect on how learnings apply to life 

beyond this course
• Develop writing skills: essay style with APA-7 referencing

• Student choice
• There are a wide range of discussion points to explore which

promotes student-centred assessment
• Innovations in GenAI

• This assessment provides an opportunity to analyse an AI-generated 
essay, which recognises innovations GenAI, but also highlights to 
students the need for a critical approach to GenAI interpretation.

• Developing academic integrity through assessment
• Analysis of this essay further upholds the importance of upholding 

academic integrity: own words and appropriate referencing.

Student feedback

It was enjoyable to complete and quite different, it was nice to be arguing a 
point based on incorrect (or correct) points from Chat GPT. I think it helped 
having something we are all hearing about used as a tool to illustrate how it 
can be inaccurate.

It was interesting. I haven’t done something like that before so it was good 
in that way.
There were many helpful resources provided to assist with developing this 
assignment.


